
Uluru climbing ban: Tourists scale sacred rock for final time

• 25.10.2019

• Media captionUluru tourist: "It is probably disrespectful but we climbed" 

Huge crowds have begun scrambling up Australia's Uluru on the final day before the climb is 
banned.

The giant monolith - once better known to visitors as Ayers Rock - will be permanently off limits 
from Saturday.

Uluru is sacred to its indigenous custodians, the Anangu people, who have long implored tourists 
not to climb.  (Verwalter, Hüter, Vormund…..)

...

On Friday, climbers faced a delayed start to the climb due to dangerously strong winds. After about 
three hours, park officials deemed the climb safe to open.

Photos of people in lines snaking up Uluru in past months have even drawn comparisons to recent 
scenes on Mount Everest.

The climb is to be shut down at 16:00 local time (06:30 GMT 26.10.2019) on Friday. A metal chain 
used as a climbing aid will then be immediately dismantled, officials say.

Why is the climb being closed?
In 2017, the board of the Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park voted unanimously to end the climb 
because of the spiritual significance of the site, as well as for safety and environmental reasons. 

One Anangu man told the BBC that Uluru was a "very sacred place, [it's] like our church".

"People right around the world... they just come and climb it. They've got no respect," said Rameth 
Thomas. 

There are several signs at the base of Uluru that urge tourists not to climb because of the site's 
sacred value.

Image copyright Supplied Image
caption Thousands of tourists
have rushed to climb the rock
before the activity is banned 

"It's difficult to see what that
significance is," one man who
climbed this week told the BBC.
"It's a rock. It's supposed to be
climbed."
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'The burden will be lifted'
Phil Mercer, BBC News at Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park

Rising from the desert, Uluru is stunning. Indigenous Australians say it has a power and a 
spirituality like nowhere else. 

"The burden will be lifted as of today. I can feel it," says Donald Fraser, a local elder. "Now is the 
time for the climb to have a good rest and heal up."

At the base of rock, crowds gathered on Friday before dawn for a chance to ascend one last time. 

Treasured memories for some, but closing the climb will bring to an end years of distress for 
Aboriginal groups. 

Nearby campgrounds and hotels were fully booked this week. This had led to tourists camping 
illegally and dumping waste, locals said. 

The climb's closure is not expected to significantly affect visitor rates to the national park, officials 
and tourism operators say.

Since the 1950s, dozens of people have died on Uluru due to accidents, dehydration and other heat-
related events. In 2018, a Japanese tourist died while attempting to ascend one of the steepest parts 
of the rock.

Uluru is 348m (1,142ft) high, and the climb is steep and can be slippery. Temperatures in the area 
can also reach 47C (116F) in the summer.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-50151344

Banning the Uluru climb: 'This rock means everything to us'

• 28 June 2018

• Image caption Uluru is considered one of the 
great natural wonders of the world 

For decades the Anangu people in central Australia 
have asked tourists not to climb Uluru, formerly 

known as Ayers Rock, because of its sacred value. From next year, scaling the giant monolith will 
be banned. The BBC's Rebecca Henschke reports on why the rock is so significant, and discovers 
her own personal link along the way.

"When tourists come they just see this one big beautiful rock in the centre of Australia. But this rock
means everything to us Anangu." 

Pamela Taylor stares up at the mighty rock. She is one of the traditional owners of Uluru and a 
holder of the ancient sacred stories that are enshrined within it.

"The rock has got a lot of stories," she says as we sit down in the red sand.
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"Some of them I can't tell you. [They are] too sacred or we will be in trouble - I will be in trouble. 
Some I tell so people like you can understand."

The stories are passed down orally as precious inheritance through families. 

The Anangu believe that in the beginning, the world was unformed and featureless. Ancestral beings
emerged from this void and travelled across the land, creating all living species and forms. 

Uluru is the physical evidence of the feats performed by ancestral beings during this creation time. 

Ms Taylor points to a deep cave high in the rock. "Blue tongue lizard lives right up the top there," 
she says. 

Her family holds the story of Lungkata, a greedy and dishonest blue-tongue lizard ancestral being, 
who came to Uluru from the north and stole meat from Emu. 

When Emu followed him back to his cave, Lungkata ignored him. 

"He went back to sleep, pretending he was asleep. Emu got very angry and made a fire and it went 
right up into the cave and the smoke blocked him and he fell down," Ms Taylor says.

She points to a huge blue patch that runs down from the cave. That is where his burnt body rolled 
down and left a mark, she says. 

"He did bad things by going around stealing. That's why we tell the children not to go around 
stealing things, because they will get punishment like Lungkata." 

"I tell [the] story about that to my grandsons, so they learn."

The tale of Kuniya
The caves, lines and marks on the rock all have deep meaning, and stories that tell how they were 
created.

The family of Sammy Wilson, another traditional owner, holds the story of Kuniya, a woman 
python at Uluru. She fought Liru, a poisonous snake, at Uluru, to protect her nephew. 

Signs of that ferocious battle are all around a waterhole at the base of the rock, he says.

Image caption Sammy Wilson says watching tourists climb Uluru is painful 

Mr Wilson points out Kuniya herself in the stone, the image of her python head turning to look 
back.

"When you go to a city, you find parks with statues of someone who has done something 
important," he says. "Well this is equivalent of a statue like that. This is what we have in our 
country to show us our past." 

And elders say that when you climb Uluru, you are on the traditional route taken by ancestral Mala 
men - a path of deep spiritual significance.

Ignoring Anangu wishes
Sammy Wilson says watching tourists climb Uluru is
painful 
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"Tourists are like ants up and down every day, climbing up and down," says Ms Taylor.

"Their shoes they are scraping away at the rock, little by little bit. It's now like a rope when you see 
it from far away. It wasn't meant to be like that." 

Signs in six languages at the base of Uluru ask people not to climb the rock, explaining that it 
violates traditional law. 

But despite that, every day that I have been here a steady stream of people have gone up. Many 
have come to climb it before it is closed next year.

One tourist from Queensland, Pamela, says she read the signs. But she says: "I am going to do it 
anyway because this will be the last chance, because next year they are closing it off and next year I
will be too old."

She admits she hasn't thought too much about the sacred nature of the rock. 

"It's because of my ego I want to climb it," she says. "I just turned 70 and I have two replacement 
knees and I want to see if I can do it."

For Mr Wilson, it's a painful thing to watch. 

"Sometimes it feels like I could be talking and talking until I am exhausted and worn out and some 
people would still not understand," he says.

"We have been talking for so long about wanting to have it closed, that some of our elders have 
passed away."

Ending the climb
Mr Wilson is a member of the Uluru-Kata Tjuta Board, which jointly manages the national park. In 
a historic vote last year, its board of 12 people - including eight Anangu elders - decided to end the 
climb. 

"I was there on that day, and there were tears in people's eyes. Not just Anangu, but people who 
have been here for many, many years," says Steve Baldwin, manager of the Uluru and Kata-Tjuta 
Park Operations and Visitor Service.

"Everyone felt so relieved that finally it's being closed," he adds. 

Image caption The climb is the traditional route
taken by ancestral Mala men, elders say 

So why has it taken so long?

"Anangu are very mindful that for tourism, there are
many people who want to climb Uluru," he says.
"And that's why you have the lead time of two
years. They have done things the right way."

But for the Anangu people, mass tourism on their
land hasn't been done the right way for decades. 
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It was not until 1979 that they were recognised as traditional owners of this land - despite living 
there for more than 40,000 years. 

It took another six years to be presented with the freehold title deeds for the area - an event known 
as the "Handback". And it was not until 2001 that there was an official Anangu ranger of the park. 

The threat of losing tourism felt like a gun being held to their head, says Mr Wilson. 

"That's what it felt like - people trying to stop us from expressing ourselves," he says. "[They were] 
stopping us from doing what we needed to do - what we felt was right - so we just asked, please put 
that gun aside so that we can talk properly."

Mr Wilson has set up his own tourism company for visitors to see the land through the eyes of the 
Anangu people. 

"This is our country here and we want people to come and learn from us and how sacred it is," he 
says.

My family
I grew up on Anēwan land, in Armidale, in an area of European settlers called New England. But 
my family on my father's side were among the first settlers to come from Europe to South Australia.

And while I was working on this story I realised I had a much closer connection to Uluru, or Ayers 
Rock, than I had realised. 

In 1873, when European explorer William Gosse came across the giant rock in the middle of the 
desert, he named it after the chief secretary of South Australia at the time, Henry Ayers, who is my 
great great great great uncle. He married my ancestor Lady Anne Ayers.

I tell Mr Wilson that I am sorry for that ignorant act and my family's role in disrespecting the 
indigenous people of this land.

His reaction surprises me. He is excited - because he says his great great grandfather met Mr Gosse.

"He wrote down my ancestor's name down too! The blue tongue lizard ancestor," he says. "I have 
no idea why they gave it that name (Ayers Rock). White fellows seem to give names randomly," he 
laughs.

Later I tell another Anangu elder, Alison Hunt, and apologise again for my family's role.

"Oh, that's interesting!" she says. "But Aboriginal people don't hold grudges, because that was done 
in the past," she adds, kindly.

"Now today Aboriginal people want to walk together with non-indigenous people and develop that 
understanding, and that trust about what happened rather than living in the past," she says, while 
giving me a cuddle.

"We all about coming together."

Last year about 300 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people came together at Uluru, to demand 
real legal and political recognition and power as the first peoples of Australia. 
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The Australian government later rejected a proposal to form a body in parliament representing 
indigenous peoples. The response drew criticism from Aboriginal leaders. 

More than 200 years since the British invasion, Australia remains the only Commonwealth country 
to have never signed a treaty with its first inhabitants.

"Government and people should respect and recognise that we are the first people of the land," says 
Ms Hunt.

Next generation
To the rhythm of clapping sticks, Ms Hunt sways, slowly moving forward, sliding her feet through 
the rich red sand, her bare breasts painted with markings. 

This is an inma, or welcome ceremony for tourists who are here for a cultural festival called Tjungu
that showcases indigenous music and arts from across the country. 

Also performing is a schoolgirl drumming group Drum Atweme. 

Image caption The all-female drumming group Drum Atweme performs at the Tjungu festival 

Speaking to the girls after the show, it's clear that despite enormous pressure the sacred stories are 
being passed on. 

"When I go to the rock and see the paintings in the cave I felt like my great great great grandfather 
is right beside me," says 11-year-old Tilley. 

"We are not allowed to go on the rock or you will be sick because you are stepping on your culture 
and on your dreaming."

With the closing of the climb, the elders hope visitors can spend more time talking with them to 
understand this.

"There will be more time to sit and talk like we are doing here - right now there is not enough of 
this kind of talking," says Ms Taylor.

Reclaiming the Rock will air on the BBC News channel on Saturday 30 June at 0930 and 2130 
(GMT), and Sunday 1 July at 0230 and 1530 (GMT), and at various times across the weekend on 
BBC World. You can also listen to Rebecca Henschke's World Service documentary on the BBC 
World Service website.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-44365871
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